Where P,QC([to,oo],R+), rff (o,oo)and 6'fir+. We obtain several sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of Eq. (*) without the restriction Q(s)ds oo.
INTRODUCTION.
In this paper we consider the first order neutral delay differential equation
d[x(t) P(t)x(t r)] + Q(t)x(t a) 0 t to
(I) dt where r (O,oo),a R + and P,Q C([to,OO),R+) (2) Our aim in this paper is to establish some sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of Eq. (1) which does not require that
The oscillatory behavior of Eq. (1) has been investigated by many authors,see for example [-1--2] and [-4--7] . For a recent survey,we can see [3] . The most of the papers in the literature,however,concern the equation (1) under the hypothesis(3).
Moreover, (3) is also a sufficient condition for the oscillation of Eq. (1) with P(t)-1. Therefore,Chuanxi and Ladas put forward the following open problem in [-1-] .
OPEN PROBLEM . Is condition (3) a necessary condition for the oscillation of all solutions of Eq. (1)with P(t)l?
Recently, Yu, Wang and Chuanxi [-6-] answered the above problem and proved the following result in [6] .
THEOREM B 6-] . Assume that(2)holds with P(t)l. Suppose also (2) and (Y) hold. Suppose also that Q(t) is not identically zero on any half infinite interval[T,oo) ,Tto. Let x(t) be an eventually positive solution of the differential inequality d[x(t) P(t)x(t r)] + Q(t)x(t a) 0 (10) dt and set y(t)
Then we have eventually
PROOF. Let LEMMA 2. Assume that (2) and (Y) hold and that P(t) l for t to (14) Let x(t) be an eventually positive solution of inequality (10) and let y(t) be defined by(11). Then eventually
PROOF. From (1) (4) 
